“I can’t imagine where I’d be today without my cochlear implants.”
—Scott R.—

“His language scores are better than normal hearing kids, he has language of an 8 year old.”
—Parent of Patrick H., age 4—

“My speech has improved dramatically, I’m much more confident in everything I do.”
—Faye Y.—

“My Cochlear implant has given me back my life...Definitely a gift.”
—Bob M.—
HEARING AIDS AMPLIFY SOUND, 
BUT COCHLEAR IMPLANTS BRING 
BACK SOUNDS YOU’RE MISSING.

When a crucial part of your inner ear isn’t working properly, you may need more than a hearing aid, especially if you have moderate to severe sensorineural hearing loss in both ears. In many cases, you may have trouble hearing high-frequency sounds, such as children’s voice and sounds of nature, leaving you with only low-pitched sounds. This combination of hearing loss can make speech much more difficult to understand, especially in noisy situations.

Because a hearing aid only amplifies sound, it makes everything louder, including background noise. This is why a cochlear implant can really seem like a hearing miracle. It’s designed to not only make sounds louder, but clearer without annoying feedback you may experience with hearing aids. And, most importantly, cochlear implants bring back the sounds you’re missing. With cochlear implants, you can once again enjoy conversations with friends and family, talk on the phone, hear the sounds of nature or see your child’s face light up as they hear your voice for the very first time.

Unlike hearing aids, cochlear implants are covered by most insurance plans, Medicare and typically Medicaid. So you no longer have to imagine your favorite songs; you’ll be singing along again.

In fact, a clinical study of Cochlear™ Nucleus® Implant recipients shows the remarkable difference between cochlear implants and hearing aids, especially in noisy situations.¹

HEARING IN NOISE — COCHLEAR IMPLANTS VS. HEARING AIDS¹

*The Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) measures a person’s ability to hear speech in quiet and in noise at 60 decibels.
EXPERIENCE REALLY IS THE BEST TEACHER.

Claudio S. – Bilateral Nucleus recipient
THE NUCLEUS SYSTEM. EVERYTHING WE’VE LEARNED OVER 30 YEARS MAKES IT SIMPLY SMARTER.

The Nucleus System is the latest in a long history of Cochlear innovations, spanning over 30 years. The world has never seen a system this powerful. Or this smart.

FIRST AND ONLY HYBRID™ HEARING SOLUTION
For those with high-frequency hearing loss struggling to hear with even the most advanced hearing aids, the Nucleus System is the only hearing implant system that offers Hybrid Hearing.† The Cochlear™ Nucleus® Hybrid™ Implant System is a unique combination of proven technologies that restores access to high-frequency hearing while enhancing your low-frequency hearing, in one device.

LISTENING MADE EASY
Unlike most sound processors, the Nucleus System uses dual-microphone zoom technology to focus on the direction the sounds are coming from and filter out background noise. Then our advanced SmartSound technology optimizes the sound in any listening environment, including noise.

BEST LONG-TERM RELIABILITY RECORD††
Our Nucleus CI24RE Cochlear Implant is up to 2 times more reliable than anything else available today and has improved the hearing of over 115,000 people around the world.‡—⁴ It’s so reliable, in fact, that 9 out of 10 surgeons surveyed recommended the Nucleus System for reliability.⁵

INDUSTRY’S ONLY WATERPROOF BEHIND-THE-EAR COCHLEAR IMPLANT SOLUTION
The waterproof Cochlear Nucleus Aqua+ fits easily over your Nucleus Sound Processor so you can swim underwater with confidence - no need for additional wires or cases.

BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY GIVES YOU ACCESS TO FUTURE INNOVATIONS
As the leader in cochlear implant technology, we are constantly innovating. And, as part of our promise to help you "Hear Now and Always", we build our sound processors to be backwards compatible so you’ll have access to new technology as it becomes available.

ONLY COCHLEAR OFFERS NO WIRES
Cochlear hearing implants introduce you to a new world of sound. Our true wireless accessories† give you the freedom to explore audio unbound by the constraints of wires and bulky components from less advanced systems. Cochlear is the first and only company that provides the ability to have true wireless freedom. With a full range of wireless accessories to fit your life, you’re free to do the things you’ve always done—and to keep looking for new favorites.

---

†Hybrid Hearing approved only for use with the Nucleus Hybrid L24 Implant and adults 18 and older.
†Simple software upgrade currently under development; pending FDA approval for the Cochlear Nucleus 6 Sound Processor.
††Hybrid Hearing approved only for use with the Nucleus Hybrid L24 Implant and adults 18 and older.
‡Simple software upgrade currently under development; pending FDA approval for the Cochlear Nucleus 6 Sound Processor.
HE STILL MIGHT NOT COME WHEN HE’S CALLED, BUT NOT BECAUSE HE CAN’T HEAR YOU.
7 OUT OF 10 PEOPLE CHOOSE COCHLEAR.

Here’s how they hear what they couldn’t hear before.

There are two main components to a cochlear implant system: the sound processor and the implant itself. They bypass the part of your ear that no longer works and deliver electrical signals right to your hearing nerve. This lets you hear everything from conversations in noisy restaurants to leaves rustling in the wind.

**HEARING WITH A COCHLEAR IMPLANT**

1. Microphones on the sound processor pick up sounds and the processor converts them into digital information.

2. This information is transferred through the coil to the implant just under the skin.

3. The implant sends electrical signals down the electrode into the cochlea.

4. The hearing nerve fibers in the cochlea pick up the signals and send them to the brain, giving the sensation of sound.
“THIS EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN MIRACULOUS AND LIFE-CHANGING.”

*Ellen D. – Nucleus Hybrid Recipient*
LIFE HAS MANY HIGHS AND LOWS. DON’T MISS OUT ON THE HIGHS.

If you’re living without high-frequency sounds, such as women’s and children’s voices and birds chirping, life can be difficult. High-frequency sounds allow you to hear consonants and distinguish words. Without them, conversations in noisy environments can seem almost impossible.

The all-new Hybrid™ Hearing solution is designed to help to help adults with high-frequency hearing loss. It is a unique combination of two proven technologies that enhances the hearing you have in the low pitches and restores access to the hearing you’ve lost in the high pitches—all in one convenient device. Hybrid Hearing enables you to engage in conversations and enjoy the company of friends and family without straining to hear them speak. **Cochlear Hybrid Hearing is the only FDA-approved hearing solution** that uses the hearing you have while giving you access to the hearing you’re missing.

**Cochlear Nucleus Hybrid Implant System — The Best of Two Technologies**  
*Combining advanced cochlear implant technology with the amplification of a hearing aid.*

*Hybrid Hearing approved only for use with the Nucleus Hybrid L24 Implant and adults 18 and older.*
SOMETIMES THE BIGGEST MIRACLES ARE ALSO THE SMALLEST.

Avery M. – Bilateral Nucleus Recipient
THE SMALLEST SOUND PROCESSOR
THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN.

The Nucleus 6 Sound Processor is the smallest* and smartest sound processor the world has ever seen. It’s very light and comfortable and features a choice of rechargeable or disposable batteries. So you’ll feel confident wearing it all day, every day.

The Nucleus 6 Sound Processor also includes features and alerts that tell you if it is working properly, which is especially important for parents. You can check the status of your child’s sound processor easily from multi-colored lights that tell you if your child’s sound processor is low on battery life, or if the coil is off. There is also a battery-lock switch that prevents accidental disconnection and gives you added peace-of-mind.

INDUSTRY’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE WARRANTY
We understand that things happen, and when they do, you won’t have to worry because the Nucleus 6 Sound Processor and Remote Assistants come with a no-questions-asked 5-year warranty.†

* Nucleus 6 Sound Processor with compact rechargeable battery.
† No-questions-asked 5-year warranty applies to Nucleus 6 Sound Processor and Remote Assistants.
LAST ONE IN IS A ROTTEN EGG.

Ben R. – Nucleus Recipient
DON’T LET A LITTLE WATER HOLD YOU BACK - JUMP ON IN.

The Nucleus 6 Sound Processor has a high water-resistant rating making it sweat-proof, even in high humidity. The Nucleus 6 Sound Processor is treated with an innovative nano-coating that repels water and is designed to keep working in any type of weather. With the Nucleus 6 Sound Processor, you can take a shower, play in the tub and splash in the pool to your heart’s content. The sound processor also allows you to enjoy swimming underwater when used with the Nucleus Aqua+, the only waterproof behind-the-ear cochlear implant solution.*

*N The Nucleus Aqua+ accessory is IP68 rated and is approved for use with rechargeable batteries and is not approved for use with the acoustic component. The Nucleus 6 Sound Processor is water-resistant without the Nucleus Aqua+ accessory to level of IP57 of the International Standard IEC60529.
CONVERSATIONS DON'T HAVE TO STOP WHEN IT STARTS TO GET NOISY.

Scott R. – Bilateral Nucleus Recipient
HEAR YOUR BEST IN ANY LISTENING ENVIRONMENT.

Every place is different. With different sounds. One minute you’re walking down a quiet street, the next you’re stepping into a crowded restaurant. You go from a concert hall filled with music to a stadium filled with cheers. And now, thanks to synchronized microphones and SmartSound® technology, you’ll hear your best in all of them.

Unlike most sound processors, the Nucleus System has dual–microphone zoom technology that focuses on the direction the sounds are coming from, filtering out what you don’t want to hear and tuning in to what you do.

Then the innovative SmartSound technology optimizes the sound to enhance your hearing in any environment, including ones filled with music or background noise.

If you prefer to have more control over your hearing, you have the choice of using the sound processor or the remote assistant to make simple modifications to your hearing so you hear your best in any situation, just like everyone else.

SMARTSOUND PROGRAMS

- **HOME**: Hear clearer and crisper speech
- **FOCUS**: Have a conversation in noisy surroundings
- **NOISE**: Hear comfortably in noisy environments
- **MUSIC**: Listen to the music you love

**HEARING PERFORMANCE IN NOISE COMPARISON**

100% OF RECIPIENTS SHOWED IMPROVED HEARING IN NOISE WITH DUAL-MICROPHONE ZOOM TECHNOLOGY
MUSIC IS THE SOUNDMTRACK OF LIFE... DON’T MISS A BEAT.

James O. – Bilateral Nucleus Recipient
LET THE MUSIC MOVE YOU.

Music is an important and soothing part of life, and hearing loss shouldn’t get in the way of enjoying it. Whether it’s listening to the philharmonics greatest performance or your child’s holiday program, we help make sure you won’t miss a note.

The Nucleus 6 Sound Processor has a special Music Program that is specifically designed to enhance your musical experience. The unique SmartSound Music Program is designed to filter out unwanted noise in the same way that natural hearing works. The result is an enhanced listening experience with less distracting background noise.

In a survey of music perception by Nucleus Cochlear Implant users, nearly 80% reported listening to music every week and the vast majority of Nucleus users say they are satisfied listening to music with their Cochlear Implant. In fact, the survey participants who spent more time purposefully listening to music each week were more likely to:

- **Describe music as sounding pleasant**
- **Describe music as sounding natural and clear**
- **Find music easy to follow**

To aid in your music rehabilitation, Cochlear offers HOPE Notes, a first-of-its-kind program uniquely developed for cochlear implant and hearing aid users to help improve music perception and appreciation. HOPE Notes includes a fun and interactive DVD and CD using original songs, traditional Folk, Blues and Country styles and some familiar tunes played in unexpected ways.

80% of Nucleus users report they listen to music every week.
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR HEARING, THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS TOO MUCH INFORMATION.
A SOUND PROCESSOR SO SMART, IT CAN TELL YOU WHERE IT’S BEEN.

We know how difficult it is to remember the details of how you’re using your sound processor. And with data logging, you don’t have to. Data logging is a minute-by-minute journal of how your sound processor is being used that gives your audiologist key information to help identify trends and make necessary adjustments so you’re always hearing your best.

With data logging, questions that may have been difficult to answer in the past are now right at your audiologist’s fingertips, including:

- **Which program is being used most?**
- **What sound environments are you experiencing the most?**
- **How often is the volume default setting being used?**
- **What accessories are being used and how often?**

Data logging functionality is especially beneficial for parents. It provides audiologists with important usage information that your child can't communicate, especially when they're just learning how to speak. Data logging also provides you with the added confidence of knowing how your child is using their sound processor when you can’t be with them – like at school or daycare - to ensure they aren’t missing out on any learning and development opportunities.
EVERYONE WANTS TO FEEL CONNECTED JUST NOT WITH WIRES.
HEAR YOUR WORLD WITHOUT THE CONSTRAINTS OF WIRES.

Just being able to talk on the phone like everyone else is life-changing. That’s why the Nucleus 6 Sound Processor features a telecoil so you can stay connected without having to plug into anything. But that’s just the beginning.

With a simple software upgrade that’s under development,* your sound processor will directly connect to an incredibly wide range of 2.4 GHz wireless devices. That means you’ll be able to use Bluetooth-enabled music players and some hearing aids without any wires, ear buds or additional accessories hanging around your neck.

And the audio signals from your TV, stereo and GPS will broadcast right to your sound processor – just like an extra speaker. So you can be a part of whatever the wireless future holds.

* Pending FDA approval for the Nucleus 6 Sound Processor.
TWO EARS ARE BETTER THAN ONE.
YOU DESERVE THE BEST HEARING – IN BOTH EARS.

Hearing with both ears (bilateral hearing) offers a clear advantage, especially when it comes to distinguishing where sound is coming from and understanding speech in noisy environments. If you have moderate to severe sensorineural hearing loss in both ears and are not getting much or any benefit from hearing aids, bilateral cochlear implants may be an option for you.

Just as using a hearing aid in each ear has been established as standard practice by audiologists for those with mild to moderate hearing loss, many audiologists recommend bilateral cochlear implantation for those with more severe hearing loss. You can receive your cochlear implants at the same time or receive a second cochlear implant at a later time. There are a variety of reasons you may consider either option, such as improvement in noise localization, and you should discuss the options with your hearing specialist to determine the best approach for you.

For children with moderate to severe sensorineural hearing loss in both ears, bilateral hearing solutions can be especially important. For many years, it has been known that bilateral hearing solutions can prevent auditory deprivation which is when the brain lacks auditory input and gradually loses some of its ability to process and interpret sound. There is a critical phase in early childhood when much of the speech and hearing skills children will use throughout their lives are developed. It is critical to get enough sound stimulation to make the most of this developmental period. That is why pediatric hearing loss is most effectively treated as early and proactively as possible.

---

**Bilateral Hearing Aids**

On average individuals heard **17% of speech correctly** in noise.12

**Bilateral Cochlear Implants**

On average individuals heard **90% of speech correctly** in noise with dual-microphone zoom technology.12
ACCESSORIES THAT LET YOU HEAR JUST THE WAY YOU WANT TO.

From colors to covers and remote assistants to remote controls, our wide array of accessories makes sure your Nucleus 6 Sound Processor fits exactly who you are.

The Cochlear Nucleus 6 System gives you the most robust standard package and the largest choice of accessories to customize your hearing experience. Standard features include:

- Choice of sound processors
- Remote control included
- 2.4 GHz wireless streamer built in
- Acoustic driver built in
- Built-in telecoil
- 5-Year warranty
- Choice of five accessories, including Plus One
- Disposable and rechargeable batteries

SIMPLE CONTROL
Our discreet pocket-size remote control with a handy display screen allows you to adjust simple settings without touching your sound processor.

ADVANCED MONITORING AND CONTROL
The intuitive design of the full-featured remote assistant puts you in control of monitoring and managing your hearing. It uses pictures and step-by-step directions on a full color LCD screen that makes troubleshooting and navigating your system a breeze.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY PORT
Choose between a sound processor that has a built-in accessory port if you prefer to use plug-in accessories, or one without.
A DIFFERENT LOOK EVERY DAY
With a range of 12 sound processor and coil covers in bright colors and patterns, you can even choose one to match your outfit.

SUBTLE SHADES OF COLOR
The Nucleus 6 Sound Processor comes in a variety of colors designed to blend in with hair and skin tones.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
From your favorite sports team to a picture of the family, Skinit can turn any design or image into a custom skin for your sound processor.

PLUS one
The Plus One Program allows you to live with your sound processor for up to a year before making your final accessory selection.

SAFE AND SECURE WITH LITEWEAR
The Snugfit accessory will keep your sound processor safely on your ear. Our LiteWear (designed for children) enables the battery module to be worn on the body over clothes, making the processor even lighter.

NUCLEUS AQUA+
Swim in and underwater with confidence with this waterproof technology. It includes a waterproof coil and a sleek silicone sleeve that fits easily over your sound processor.*

LONG BATTERY LIFE
The Nucleus 6 Sound Processor comes with a choice of battery options to ensure you never go without hearing. The standard disposable battery can last up to three days† or you can go green with rechargeable batteries that come in two sizes – standard and compact.

* Nucleus Aqua+ not approved for use with the acoustic component.
† Battery life may vary by individual.
LIVING PROOF OF OUR LIFETIME COMMITMENT TO YOU.

Graham C. – Nucleus Recipient
THE BREAKTHROUGHS WILL CONTINUE. AND YOU WILL BE ABLE TO USE EVERY ONE OF THEM.

No one has advanced the science of hearing implants longer than Cochlear. Or pushed it further. And those advancements will continue. In fact, with our one-of-a-kind Hybrid Hearing solution, we will be able to help more people hear than ever before.*

We built the largest hearing research and development center in the world to make sure of that. Processors will become more and more powerful, even as they continue to get smaller and smaller, and you will be able to use every breakthrough. That’s the promise we make when we say, hear now and always.

Over 30 years and 5 sound processor upgrades later, one of our first patients is living proof of our lifetime commitment to you.

Graham Carrick is profoundly deaf. And yet he can hear, thanks to the Cochlear Implant he got in 1982. Since that remarkable day when he heard his daughter’s voice for the very first time, Graham’s life has never been the same. Everything is so much better than he ever dreamed. We’re proud to say we were with him every step of the way.

And we’ll be there with you, too.

* Hybrid Hearing is approved only for use with the Nucleus Hybrid L24 Implant and adults 18 and older.
THERE ARE THINGS IN LIFE YOU CAN REALLY COUNT ON.

Olivia W. – Bilateral Nucleus Recipient
FEEL CONFIDENT WITH THE MOST RELIABLE IMPLANT.  

THE BEST LONG-TERM RELIABILITY RECORD$^{2-7}$

We earned that impressive record by doing it longer and better than anyone else. Our Nucleus CI24RE Cochlear Implant is up to 2 times more reliable than anything else available today and has improved the hearing of over 115,000 people around the world with a remarkable 99% reliability rating at 10 years.$^{2-4}$ That’s why 9 out of 10 surgeons surveyed chose the Nucleus System for reliability.$^8$ And why you should, too.

THE FIRST IMPLANT APPROVED FOR AN MRI UP TO 1.5 TESLA

An MRI is an important medical tool. So a cochlear implant shouldn’t keep you from getting one. Our Nucleus Cochlear Implant is approved for the most common MRI scan level of 1.5 Tesla with the magnet removed.

THE PERFECT IMPLANT FOR YOUR EAR

As the creators of the first multichannel cochlear implant, our scientists know the natural curves of the cochlea come in all different shapes and sizes. That’s why they’ve designed the widest range of electrodes to make sure your surgeon can pick the perfect one to give you the greatest sound resolution and coverage in your inner ear.$^{18-20}$ It’s a proven variety of straight, pre-curved and thin electrode configurations all designed to let you distinguish a greater number of pitches and maximize your hearing performance.$^{21-22}$
THERE ARE STEPS TO HEARING, BUT THEY’RE SHORT STEPS.

For over thirty years we’ve helped people hear better, and no one’s ever said, I wish I would have waited. In fact, the opposite is true. And once you make this life-changing decision, we’ll be with you every step of the way to ensure your hearing is the best it can be – for life.

/01
HEARING EVALUATION
After a Hearing Specialist determines you’re a candidate, you’ll talk with a surgeon about the procedure. Unlike hearing aids, cochlear implants are covered by most insurance plans, Medicare and typically Medicaid.

To find a Hearing Specialist in your area, visit Cochlear.com/US/Appointment

/02
IMPLANT PROCEDURE
This outpatient surgery is usually done under general anesthesia and lasts only a couple of hours. In a few days, most people are back to their normal activities.

/03
ACTIVATION DAY
This is the moment you’ve been waiting for. Shortly after your implant procedure, you’ll be ready for your processor to be turned on. And your life will change at the flick of a switch.

/04
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR HEARING IMPLANT
Before long, you’ll be hearing better than you ever thought possible. Our Customer Support Services can help make sure of it.
MORE PEOPLE TRUST THEIR HEARING TO COCHLEAR THAN ALL THE OTHER HEARING IMPLANT COMPANIES COMBINED.9,23

We know firsthand what a wonderful, life-changing decision you’re about to make. Many of us have Cochlear™ Implants ourselves. And it would be our honor to help you on your journey to hear.

There’s never been a better time to get back the sounds you’ve been missing.

**COCHLEAR COMMUNITY**
It’s the largest community of its kind. Read story after story from people who faced a turning point just like you and made this life-changing decision.

[Cochelear.com/US/Community](http://Cochelear.com/US/Community)

**INSURANCE COVERAGE**
Cochlear implants are covered by most insurance plans, Medicare and typically Medicaid. Our Insurance Support Team will help you seek insurance coverage or help you navigate through the appeals process if you have been denied.

1 (800) 633-4667
[Cochelear.com/US/MyInsurance](http://Cochelear.com/US/MyInsurance)

---

**COCHLEAR CONCIERGE**
This is a unique group of people who often have first hand experience, either as an audiologist or implant recipient or parent. You can ask them anything. Here’s how:

**Email**
Concierge@Cochlear.com

**Chat**
[Cochelear.com/US/Concierge](http://Cochelear.com/US/Concierge)

**Call**
1 (800) 216-0228
THEY SAID NOTHING COULD BE DONE ABOUT HEARING LOSS. GOOD THING HE DIDN'T LISTEN.
TODAY, DR. CLARK’S PASSION HAS BROUGHT HEARING TO OVER 250,000 PEOPLE WORLDWIDE.

Thirty years ago, the medical community wasn’t very kind to Dr. Graeme Clark. Even today he’s too polite to repeat some of the names they called him. They weren’t shy about dismissing his ideas because they knew for certain a cochlear implant couldn’t work. The inner ear was just too complicated. Too delicate.

But they didn’t know Dr. Clark. Or the reason he was so passionate about hearing. His father was deaf. And even as a young boy growing up in Australia, he told one of his first teachers he dreamed of “fixing ears.”

And fix them he has, starting with inventing the world’s first multichannel cochlear implant in 1978. Since that first small miracle, more people have chosen Cochlear™ than all the other hearing implants combined.

Today we work with over 2,000 of the top hearing professionals around the world. And have more than 100 active research partners in 20 countries to keep the breakthroughs coming.

We even created the world’s first Hearing Hub campus, where the leaders in science, medicine, engineering, audiology and speech pathology collaborate to make each new system better than the one before. And every one will be compatible with the implant you get now.

It’s all with one goal in mind. To see your face light up when you can finally hear someone say, *I love you.*
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[11] Terms and conditions apply for the 5-year warranty. See the website for details at Cochlear.com/US.


As your partner in hearing for life, Cochlear believes it is important that you understand not only the benefits, but also the potential risks associated with any cochlear implant or hybrid implant.

You should talk to your hearing healthcare provider about who is a candidate for a cochlear implant or a hybrid implant. Before any surgery, it is important to talk to your doctor about CDC guidelines for pre-surgical vaccinations. Cochlear implants and hybrid Implants are contraindicated for patients with lesions of the auditory nerve, active ear infections or active disease of the middle ear.

Cochlear implantation and hybrid implantation are surgical procedures, and carry with them the risks typical of surgery. You may lose residual hearing in the implanted ear. Electrical stimulation may result in some side effects, including ringing in the ear, stimulation of the facial nerve; in rare cases this may cause pain. Though rare, it is possible that additional surgery may be required at some point to resolve complications with a cochlear implant or hybrid implant.

For complete information about risks and benefits of cochlear implantation, please refer to the Nucleus Package Insert available at www.Cochlear.com/US/NucleusIndications


As the leading global expert in implantable hearing solutions, Cochlear is dedicated to bringing the gift of sound to people all over the world. For thirty years, Cochlear has pioneered this technology, helping more than a quarter of a million people reconnect to their families and friends.

Along with the industry’s largest investment in research and development, we continue to partner with leading international researchers and hearing professionals, ensuring that we are at the forefront of hearing science.

For our customers, that means access to our latest technologies throughout their lives, and the ongoing support they need.

That is why seven out of ten people worldwide who choose a cochlear implant choose Cochlear as their hearing partner.*